ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability of digital music corpora and the growing interest in empirical approaches and methods in musicology has brought new challenges and opportunities for Musical Information Retrieval (MIR). Large symbolic cross-cultural music corpora demand new tools that can extract relevant information in an automated manner. In this paper we are interested in researching the possibilities of using vector representations of musical patterns based on their context. Having a vector representation of a musical entity such as a motif, will allow for the direct comparison of patterns and contexts using the cosine similarity measure. This approach pretends to facilitate the musicological analysis by using machine learning vector embedding techniques to extract similar patterns and their contexts from large collections of symbolic music databases.
Vector representations of words, or word embeddings, have had a great success in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks [1] . Based on the idea that words that are semantically similar to each other are represented closer in a continous vector space, the word2vec algorithm has shown the ability to represent high-quality word embeddings from large text corpora [2, 3, 4] . NLP methods have been adopted and adapted in MIR contexts [5] , [6] , [7] . Word2vec was used to model musical contexts in western classical music works [8] , and for chord recommendations [9] . In this paper we deal with a more limited data context, monophonic folk songs.
Our goal is to adopt the skip-gram version of the word2vec model for the distributional representation of motifs. Several melodic features such as contour, grouping, and small size motifs seem to be part of the so called Statistical Music Universals [10] , [11] . This sequential processing of melodic units may be related to the human capacity to group and comprehend motifs as units within a melodic context. Our hypothesis is that these units may relate to each other in a melody in similar ways as words do in sentences. If that is the case, the word2vec algorithm should be able to represent motifs from folk songs. The motif embeddings will be used as the input in a classification task using an attentional neural network architecture.
Deep learning methods for text classification such as convolutional neural networks [12] , and recurrent neural networks based on long short-term memory (LSTM) [13] have proven to be very effective. Encoder-decoder methods from the Machine Translation literature, where an encoder neural network reads and encodes a sentence into a fixed-length vector, and an decoder outputs a translation of the sentence by decoding the initial representation. One of the shortcoming of this approach is the fact that sentences are encoded as a fixed-length vector, and in a corpus where sentences greatly vary in size, the performance of this method deteriorates quickly [14] . An attentional mechanism that searches for a set of positions in an encoded sentence where the most relevant information is kept was presented to overcome this limitation [15] . The relevant information is preserved in a context vector, so a target word based on this vector can be predicted. We use this so called 'attention' mechanism, to search for motifs that are more relevant than others in a song based on a melodic context. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce in formal terms the word2vec model, present how the data is encoded, and show based on ad-hoc queries the quality of the motif embeddings. In section 3 we present the attentional neural network for classifying folk song based on the motifs obtained with the word2vec algorithm. Section 4 details the data used and the experiments, presenting the results in 5. We conclude in section 6 by highlighting the potential use of this type of representation and classification method in the analysis of large corpora from diverse cultures and geographical areas.
MOTIF EMBEDDINGS 2.1 Word2vec algorithm
In the skip-gram version of the word2vec model, the goal is to find word embeddings that can predict the surrounding words of a target word in a sentence or document [3] . Formally, we can define the model in the following terms: given a corpus W of words w and contexts c, the network tries to predict the surrounding words of a target in a context. The objective of the skip-gram is to set the parameter θ in p(c | w; θ) that maximizes the corpus probability:
where p(c | w; θ) is calculated by the softmax function:
where v c and v w ∈ R d are vector representations of v and c, and C is the set of all possible contexts. The set of parameters θ is composed of v ci , v wi for w ∈ W .
Since the term p(w; θ) involves a summation over all possible contexts c ′ it becomes computationally very intensive, and it is normally replaced with negative sampling [3] . In this article we use this sampling technique. We use the cosine similarity measure to determine the relatedness of two embeddings. We define the metric for a pair of words w 1 and w 2 as [16] :
for all similarity computations in the embedding space, where − → w is a real-valued vector embedding of word w.
Motif representation
Melodic similarity and classification methods rely strongly in the manner in which music is represented [17] . Our goal is to extract motifs from folk songs based on melodic context using the word2vec algorithm. We understand context as the sequential organization of melodic units that establish statistically relevant relationships with one another in a melodic segment. We represent, separately, rhythmic and intervallic motifs using strings. We codify all the intervals for each song using Music21 [18] chromatic step values, and encode interval direction using Boolean values (1 for ascending and 0 for descending). For instance, the string 21 represents an ascending major second, and the string 30 a descending minor third. Repeated notes are encoded as 00. We represent rhythmic units following a similar approach. We codify with Boolean values whether the value is a rest (0) or a note (1), and the upbeat (0) or downbeat (1). Duration representations are based on the unit of a quarter note. We separate with a dash each of these features. The string 1-1-0.5 represents then, an eighth note that falls on a downbeat.
The next step to obtain motif embeddings is to discover motifs as multi-words, or prototype words [3] . The motivation behind this idea is that, since we are working with the smallest intervallic and rhythmic units, when grouped with each other based on their frequency of occurrence within a corpus, we will obtain statistically relevant motifs. A multi-word is then a concatenation of two or more intervals or durations that are found in a melody adjacent to each other. For example, an intervallic multi-word of size 3 30 00 21 represents a descending minor third, followed by a repeated note, and by an ascending major second. And the rhythmic multi-word of size 2 1-0-0.25 1-1-0.5 represents a sixteenth note on an upbeat, followed by an eighth note on a downbeat.
Once the vocabulary of multi-words is created, we codify songs using this representation method and apply the skipgram version of word2vec to obtain vector representations of all motifs in a corpus.
ATTENTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
We present a neural network architecture based on the attentional mechanism described in [15] , which uses context to determine the importance of a word in a given sentence. We will use this mechanism to search for motifs that are more relevant than others in a song for the correct classification of melodies given their geographical and national collection.
The architecture that we present is composed of a motif encoder, a motif attention layer, and an output single layer Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to perform the classification task.
The motif encoder takes an input sequence X and reads the sequence as a vector representation X = (x 1 , · · · , x T ) into a vector c i where T is the length of the input sequence. Instead of following the order of the sequence from start to finish, in this approach the encoder annotates not only the preceding words of a target word, but also the following words using a bidirectional GRU (BGRU) [15] . A BGRU is composed of a forward and backward GRU, where the forward GRU − → f reads the input as it is ordered and estimates the forward hidden states
The backward GRU ← − f obtains a backward representation of the hidden states by processing the sequence in reverse order. An annotation h j is obtained by concatenating the forward − → h j and backward states ← − h j , which represents the motifs around a target motif w j in a song or melody.
The motif attention layer computes the following:
The weight α ij is computed as:
where
is the alignment of the output at position i that matches the input at position j, and s i−1 is the previous hidden state. The function a is a MLP trained jointly with the rest of the components of this architecture. The vector c i summarizes all the information of motifs in a song. We use the negative log likelihood of the correct labels to determine song classification:
where l is the label of a song d.
DATA AND EXPERIMENTS

Data
To test the proposed architecture we use the Chinese and German corpora from the Essen folksong collection [19] , and a collection of Swedish folk songs [20] . The corpus with the German and Chinese collections is composed of 4923 melodies (2682 from the German and 2241 from the Chinese), and 489 from the Swedish collection. We codify all melodies following the procedure described in subsection 2.2, and obtain two corpora: a corpus of intervallic and a corpus of rhythmical motifs.
Experiment 1
We first test our architecture with data from only the Chinese and German collections, replicating the experiment presented in a previous work [21] , where the authors classify songs as being from either China or Central Europe (mostly Germany) using a hand-crafted set of 174 features. The main difference with our approach is that feature extraction and classification is performed in a completely unsupervised manner. The musical features in our case would be the vector representations of the motifs for each song extracted automatically using word2vec, and the unsupervised classification is performed by the proposed network architecture. The number of songs to classify in this experiment is much larger (4923) compared to the 1943 songs used in the previous work [21] . We split the dataset in training (75% of the total data, which results in 3692 melodies), and test set (1231 melodies). We compare the classification accuracy of our model with two baselines: paragraph vectors (doc2vec) [22] , and an average of the vectors obtained with the word2vec algorithm. We obtain song representations for each one of these two models and perform a binary classification task using a linear SVM classifier. We implement the proposed architecture using the Keras framework [23] .
Experiment 2
The second experiment uses the 3 folk song collections in their entirety (5412 songs). We analyze performance accuracy by class, and test whether our model is able to predict correctly using an unbalance corpus, where two of the classes belong to two closely related European folk song collections. Table 1 shows the most similar pairs of motifs obtained from the data described in 4.1 using the word2vec algorithm and ad hoc queries. Cosine similarity measures show how melodic context alone can be used to model high quality motif embeddings. All intervallic motifs in the table have the same intervals, either in reverse order or by altering the descending direction with ascending or viceversa. For instance, motid 21 20 20 is composed of an ascending major second and two descending major seconds. The most similar motif, with cosine similarity of 0.996, is a permutation of the first and second interval 20 21 20.
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RESULTS
Motif embeddings
Experiments
We use the motif embeddings for multiwords mw of sizes 2 and 3, for melodic, and rhythmical features with a vector dimension embedding of 150 as the input for our architecture. The motif encoder and attention layer in the architecture have 200 hidden nodes. We use a stochastic gradient descent algorithm (SGD) to train the model with mini-batches of size 10 (the most optimal size found). Table 2 shows classification precision scores for experiment 1. We compare the classification results for intervallic, and rhythmical representations of the songs using the proposed architecture with the two base models. The attention network outperforms both baselines in all types of representations and for mw of size 2 and 3. Smaller interval motifs seem to be the best representation in terms of classification precision. We should note the good quality of the results in general not only for the proposed archtecture, but also for the doc2vec model, which highlights the quality of the motif representation and its impact on classification accuracy.
The results from the proposed architecture obtain similar results to the best model (96% accuracy) from the previous work [21] , with the difference that we do not use handcrafted features, and our corpus is much larger. Our classification task is reduced to Chinese and German folk songs, instead of Chinese and European collections as a whole.
The second experiment tests the architecture in a more nuanced classification task. We include the Swedish folk song collection to the corpus, taking into consideration that European folk music is considered by many as a single corpus of musical style [24] . The results in Table 3 show that even with an unbalance corpus and with 2 of the 3 classes coming from a similar collection, we obtain results that are only 2.4% less accurate than the best result in experiment 1. classification accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we present an attention based neural architecture for folk song classification. We use the skip-gram version of word2vec to learn rich representations of monophonic folk song motifs from Chinese, German, and Swedish collections. The architecture obtains state of the art results in a completely unsupervised manner, and is able to classify closely related folk song collections with a high degree of accuracy. Since the method does not require human supervision or exlicit expert knowledge, it can be used for the analysis of large collections of symbolic musical data. In this research, we also show how motif embeddings capture melodic relations based on local context, and how the use of this type of representation, motif embeddings, can be learned from a large corpus. The cosine similarity can be then used to find variations of the same motifs. This representation can be very useful for the musicological study of folksong variation using small melodic units such as motifs. It also shows, how word2vec is able to capture and model complex melodic features.
Future research should explore the hierarchical organization of songs based not only on motifs, but also on musical phrases. Recent research in NLP has shown how hierarchical representation of text documents improves document classification [25] .
